**Shark**

**Feeding Frenzy**

Wednesday Evening Sketch Model Design Critique

---

**Reviewer Name:**

---

**Plays-Like**

Was it clear what question the plays-like was addressing?

- no
- maybe
- yes

How effective was it at answering the question?

- meh.
- wow!
- N/A

Elaborate on effectiveness:

---

**Looks-Like**

Was it clear what question the looks-like was addressing?

- no
- maybe
- yes

How effective was it at answering the question?

- meh.
- wow!
- N/A

Elaborate on effectiveness:

---

**Overall Concept** *(play value)*

- ok
- good
- amazing!

Critical next questions they may want to consider:

---

General Comments *(elaborate on responses above, technical suggestions, notes, and potential concerns)*

---

Use back if necessary!